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BACKGROUND: Inappropriate polypharmacy, prevalent
among older patients, is associated with substantial
harms.
OBJECTIVE: To develop measures of high-risk polypharmacy and pilot test novel electronic health record (EHR)based nudges grounded in behavioral science to promote
deprescribing.
DESIGN: We developed and validated seven measures,
then conducted a three-arm pilot from February to
May 2019.
PARTICIPANTS: Validation used data from 78,880
patients from a single large health system. Six physicians
were pre-pilot test environment users. Sixty-nine physicians participated in the pilot.
MAIN MEASURES: Rate of high-risk polypharmacy
among patients aged 65 years or older. High-risk polypharmacy was defined as being prescribed ≥5 medications and satisfying ≥1 of the following high-risk criteria:
drugs that increase fall risk among patients with fall history; drug-drug interactions that increase fall risk; thiazolidinedione, NSAID, or non-dihydropyridine calcium
channel blocker in heart failure; and glyburide, glimepiride, or NSAID in chronic kidney disease.
INTERVENTIONS: Physicians received EHR alerts when
renewing or prescribing certain high-risk medications
when criteria were met. One practice received a “commitment nudge” that offered a chance to commit to addressing high-risk polypharmacy at the next visit. One practice
received a “justification nudge” that asked for a reason
when high-risk polypharmacy was present. One practice
received both.
KEY RESULTS: Among 55,107 patients 65 and older
prescribed 5 or more medications, 6256 (7.9%) had one
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or more high-risk criteria. During the pilot, the mean (SD)
number of nudges per physician per week was 1.7 (0.4) for
commitment, 0.8 (0.5) for justification, and 1.9 (0.5) for
both interventions. Physicians requested to be reminded
to address high-risk polypharmacy for 236/833 (28.3%)
of the commitment nudges and acknowledged 441 of 460
(95.9%) of justification nudges, providing a text response
for 187 (40.7%).
CONCLUSIONS: EHR-based measures and nudges
addressing high-risk polypharmacy were feasible to develop and implement, and warrant further testing.
KEY WORDS: polypharmacy; electronic health records; high-risk geriatric
polypharmacy electronic clinical quality measures; behavioral economics;
clinical decision support.
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is highly prevalent among older adults in
P olypharmacy
the USA and is associated with adverse drug events

(ADEs), higher costs, falls, and increased mortality.1–4 There
are recommendations for high-risk polypharmacy deprescribing.5–8 However, to date, there has been little convincing
evidence of effective interventions to reduce high-risk polypharmacy and to improve health outcomes.9,10 Interventions
such as education, traditional interruptive computerized clinical decision support, and academic detailing have implicitly
relied on a model of decision making in which clinicians are
rational agents who carefully weigh benefits against harms
and are motivated to provide the best care possible to their
2777
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patients.9,11–15 Such interventions have varying effectiveness,
can be costly, difficult to scale (because they require providing
academic detailing, hiring clinical pharmacists, or implementing multidisciplinary teams),9,16 and may not fit into workflows (e.g., mailed polypharmacy reports from health plans,
that arrive at times not conducive to medical decision making).11,15,17 Furthermore, current payment models in the USA
provide little incentive to reduce high-risk polypharmacy.
Behavioral economic interventions referred to as “nudges”
are manipulations of conditions under which decisions are
made that attempt to steer individuals towards particular
courses of action while preserving their liberty to choose what
to do.18 They have been used successfully to improve clinicians’ prescribing behavior.19–21 Nudges recognize that clinicians make quick decisions that are influenced by their environments, especially via electronic health records (EHRs). Nudges
are promising strategies to reduce high-risk polypharmacy.
Nudges can be integrated into existing clinical workflows and
are scalable, assuming they are acceptable to clinicians and do
not force providers to respond with a complex action in the
middle of their other tasks. The primary objectives of this study
were the following: (1) to develop electronic clinical quality
measures (eCQMs) to assess for high-risk polypharmacy
among older outpatients, (2) to develop clinical decision support nudges to be used in a commercial EHR, and (3) to conduct
a pilot test of these methods in primary care practice.

METHODS

Setting and Data Sources
For eCQM and decision support development, we used data
from patients aged 65 years and older evaluated in any of 60
outpatient primary care sites from a large health system using a
single instance of a commercial EHR (Epic, Verona, WI).
Three primary care sites with 69 physicians participated in
the pilot conducted from February 12 to May 31, 2019.
Northwestern University’s Institutional Review Board approved the study.

Measure Development
We produced explicit measures of high-risk polypharmacy to
be used with EHR data. We selected these measures after
review of three sources: the Beers Criteria, the Screening Tool
of Older Persons’ Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions
(STOPP) Criteria, and the National Action Plan for Adverse
Drug Event Detection.5,8,22
The 2015 Beers criteria for potentially inappropriate medication use in older adults were published by the American
Geriatrics Society Beers Criteria Update Panel.22 This panel
used a modified Delphi method to grade the evidence on drug
risks and reach consensus on identifying potentially inappropriate, high-risk medications among older adults outside the
palliative or hospice setting. Multiple studies have found
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associations between medication regimens that meet Beers
criteria (in their earlier versions) and poor health outcomes,
including falls, confusion, and mortality.23,24 Beers criteria
have served as the basis for prior interventions targeting geriatric polypharmacy.9 The 2015 Beers criteria are specified in
five groups: (a) medications to avoid for many or most older
adults (defined by individual drug); (b) medications for older
adults with specific diseases or syndromes to avoid (defined
by individual drug-disease combination); (c) potentially harmful medications (defined by individual drug); (d) certain drug–
drug interactions (defined by combinations of non-antiinfective drugs); and (e) medications (other than antiinfective agents) to avoid or the dosage of which should be
adjusted based on the individual’s kidney function (defined by
individual drug and creatinine clearance).
Version 2 of the STOPP criteria were updated by an expert
panel in 2015 using a Delphi consensus method.5 Prior research has found that the STOPP criteria are significantly
associated with ADEs25 and have been used in previous
pharmacist-based interventions that reduced ADEs.26 We examined medications targeted by the National Action Plan for
Adverse Drug Event Prevention.8 This National Action Plan,
published in 2014 by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Office of Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion, identified 3 medication classes as initial targets
for ADE prevention: anticoagulants (primary ADE of concern:
bleeding), diabetes agents (primary ADE of concern: hypoglycemia), and opioids (primary ADE of concern: accidental
overdoses/oversedation/respiratory depression).
From these criteria and with input from experts in ADEs
(JTH, SH), geriatric pharmacology (JTH, TAR), deprescribing
and informatics (SH, SDP, DM), and performance measurement (MWF, SDP), we constructed seven electronic clinical
quality measures to detect the presence of high-risk polypharmacy from patients’ medication lists, diagnoses, and other data
elements within an EHR. The initial step involved deduplicating medications with multiple entries and eliminating
non-systemic medications. Measures indicate high-risk polypharmacy when the patient was prescribed at least five different systemic medications, certain clinical criteria, or certain
drug–drug combinations. The measures are listed in Table 1,
and their technical specifications are provided in the electronic
supplementary material.

Measure Validation
We specified the value sets and logic for each quality measure
and applied them to EHR data from 78,880 patients aged 65
and older within the Northwestern Medicine system who had
one or more primary care visits during 2017 and 2018. Of
these patients, 55,107 (70%) had five or more medications on
their active outpatient medication lists. To determine the number of medications at a point in time, we did the following: (1)
determined all ordered outpatient medications with a start date
on or before the measurement date with an end date that was
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Table 1. Electronic Clinical Quality Measures of High-Risk Polypharmacy in the Elderly
Measure

Criteria*

Sources

Example

CKD-glyburide/glimepiride
interaction
CKD-NSAID interaction

Prescribed glyburide or glimepiride among individuals with
estimated GFR† <60 ml/min/1.73 m2
Prescribed a NSAID among individuals with estimated
GFR† <30 ml/min/1.73m2
Prescribed ≥1 medication associated with falls among
individuals with prior fall or identified as at risk for fall
Prescribed ≥3 medications associated with falls

National
Action Plan8
Beers; STOPP

CKD stage 3 and prescribed
glyburide
CKD stage 4 and prescribed
naproxen
Prior hip fracture and prescribed
amitriptyline
Prescribed gabapentin, zolpidem,
and fluoxetine
Heart failure with reduced ejection
fraction and prescribed verapamil

Fall condition–drug interaction
Fall drug–drug interaction
HF-non-dihydropyridine
calcium channel
blocker interaction
HF-NSAID interaction
HF-thiazolidinedione
interaction

Beers6,22;
STOPP5
Beers; STOPP

Prescribed a non-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker
among individuals with HF with reduced ejection fraction

Beers; STOPP

Prescribed a NSAID among individuals with HF

Beers

Prescribed a thiazolidinedione among individuals with HF

Beers; STOPP

Heart failure and prescribed
diclofenac
Heart failure and prescribed
pioglitazone

HF heart failure; STOPP Screening Tool of Older Person’s potentially inappropriate Prescription; CKD chronic kidney disease; NSAID nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drug
*All measure criteria included the prescription of five or more systemic medications
†eGFR calculated by Cockcroft-Gault equation34 to prevent over estimation of creatinine clearance in older people35

blank or after the measurement date, (2) discarded medications
not given by a systemic route, (3)de-duplicated medications
by simple generic name if they appeared more than once, and
(4) counted the remaining medications. Historical or patientreported medications were not included. To determine if the
automated queries were accurate and were yielding the
expected results, we randomly sampled records for patients
who did and did not meet each measurement criteria used in
any of the measures. A physician reviewer (SDP) examined
the patient records in the EHR and determined the value for
these criteria based on chart review. In cases where the query
results did not match the chart findings, the physician reviewer
and the analyst worked together to identify the source of the
discrepancy, and the analyst modified the query logic to
correct it. We then sampled additional patients and performed
physician review until there were no longer discrepancies
present. In this process, we conducted chart reviews on 20 to
90 charts per data element. We determined the rates of each
measure in this population.

Interventions
Decision Support Nudges Development. We convened a
multidisciplinary team to inform intervention design to be
used to attempt to curb the initiation or continuation of highrisk polypharmacy. This included experts in persuasion, social
influence, and decision theory (CRF, NJG, JND); clinician
behavior change (JAL, SDP, MWF); medical informatics
(SDP, DM); and primary care (JAL, SDP, MWF). We developed a commitment nudge and a justification nudge to address
high-risk polypharmacy.
Commitment Nudge. The commitment intervention leverages
the fact that many medication renewals occur outside of visits,
but deprescribing discussions with patients typically occur
during visits. The commitment nudge is an EHR alert

triggered when a clinician renews one or more medications
for a patient aged 65 or greater who meets criteria for high-risk
polypharmacy. Medication renewal requests are often handled
through a physician’s EHR inbox asynchronously—outside
the context of face-to-face patient visits. Nearly all commercial
EHRs have inbox-like features for medication renewals.
We hypothesized that clinicians (who would rather not be
working after-hours) would address medication renewal
requests as quickly as possible, taking the easiest cognitive
pathway, which is to simply renew the medications. By contrast, professional norms for not renewing a chronic medication generally require the clinician to communicate with the
patient to discuss key questions: Is the medication still necessary? Is it achieving the desired effect? Do benefits outweigh
risks? For clinicians, having such a conversation before deciding whether to renew is much more difficult than just
renewing the medication without discussion. Alternative
paths, such as issuing a brief renewal and manually setting
up a reminder to call the patient or discuss polypharmacy at the
next visit, require more time and effort.
When triggered, the commitment nudge offered the clinician
a novel choice designed to be an attractive and simple alternative to status quo renewal of the requested medication. This
new choice option alerted the clinician to the high-risk polypharmacy and enabled the clinician to set a reminder to discuss
polypharmacy at the patient’s next visit. This commitment to a
future discussion could be shared with the patient at the
clinician’s discretion via the EHR patient portal or added to
the after-visit summary if the commitment was made during an
office visit. When the clinician saw the patient during the next
encounter, the alert the clinician set for him or herself in the
past would appear. In essence, after being “snoozed” by the
clinician, the alarm would sound again—the clinician was
confronted with their prior commitment—hopefully at a time
more conducive to reducing the high-risk polypharmacy.
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Table 2. Rationale for and Description of Clinical Decision Support Interventions
Potential driver of clinician
prescribing decisions

Behavioral economics/social psychology principle

Nudge

Examples of language from CDS
interventions presented to clinicians

Underestimation of harm from high-risk
polypharmacy

Making potential downstream harms
more available makes continuing highrisk polypharmacy appear risky

Commitment
and Justification

Effort required to reduce or stop
prescription is much greater than effort
to renew. Renewal requests may occur
when patient not present

Committing to an action in the future
may appear less burdensome than acting
in the present. Efforts to be done in the
future are discounted. Action postponed
to time when patient is present
People feel compelled to honor their
prior commitments

Commitment

“This patient has high-risk polypharmacy.”
“Amitriptyline and hydrocodone increase
the risk of falls…”
“Would you like to set a reminder to
discuss high-risk polypharmacy at your
next visit…”

Other topics compete for time during
future office visit. No change is easier
than making a change

Patient reminders may make clinician
feel accountable to their patient to take
action
Justification reason included in chart and
visible to peers and patient may provoke
sense of accountability and draw on
reputational concerns

Moreover, both the patient and the clinician would know that
such a conversation was recommended by the clinician in the
past.
Justification Nudge. The justification nudge was an EHR
alert triggered when a clinician began to renew or newly
prescribe a medication that caused a high-risk criterion to be
fulfilled (i.e., a medication meeting any of the criteria for the
measures listed in Table 1). Like a justification nudge used
previously by our group to address antibiotic overprescribing,18,33,52 this alert informed the clinician of the high-risk
nature of the prescription and requested a free-text justification
for starting or renewing the medication. This written justification appeared in the chart as a “justification note” that other
chart users could see. If no justification was given, the default
text “No justification was given” appeared in the note. In
addition, the clinician could decide whether to share their
written justification with the patient. This sharing occurred
via an EHR patient portal message (for inbox renewals) and/
or notation in the after-visit summary (for medications prescribed during a visit). This sharing feature was intended to
intensify the pressure to behave in a way that the patient would
approve (i.e., to discontinue high-risk medications that could
not be well-justified). The clinician could avoid the justifica-

Commitment
Commitment
Justification

“On June 2, 2021 you indicated that you
would like to discuss high-risk polypharmacy at today’s visit.”
“…we will also send Mr. X a message…
“The reason you enter will be included in
the patient’s medical record and can be
shared with the patient on the after-visit
summary and via Mychart…”

tion request altogether (with no default justification note generated) by not prescribing or renewing the medication that
triggered the justification nudge.
Additional description of the nudge content and the underlying rationale for the selected content are provided in Table 2.
User Testing. We performed user testing of both nudges in an
EHR test environment (using pre-programmed, realistic
patient scenarios) with six primary care physicians, solicited
their feedback, and modified the nudges accordingly. These
modifications included altering nudge wording for clarity,
changing the exact timing of nudge firing to better match
clinical workflow, and allowing prescribers to decide whether
to share their justifications with patients via EHR patient portal
and after-visit summary.

Conduct of the Pilot. The pilot was registered at ClinicalTrials.
gov, identifier: NCT03791580. We approached the leadership of
three primary care practices and obtained their permission to
include their practices in the pilot. We oriented physicians to
the intervention content through brief presentations at practice
meetings and by sending each physician an email link to
participate in a brief educational online module that covered the

Table 3. Frequencies of High-Risk Polypharmacy Among 78,880 Adults Aged 65 and Older in Primary Care Practices from a Large Health
System during 1/1/2017 – 12/31/2018
Measures

Denominator

Numerator

Rate among 55,107
patients
prescribed ≥5 medications

Rate among all
78,880
≥65 yo

Any (1 or more) of the 7 measures
CKD-glyburide/glimepiride interaction
CKD-NSAID interaction
Fall condition–drug interaction
Fall drug–drug interaction
HF-non-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker
interaction
HF-NSAID interaction
HF-thiazolidinedione interaction

55,107
19,712
2321
15,118
55,107
4115

6256
158
72
4643
1494
294

11.4%
0.8%
3.1%
30.7%
2.7%
7.1%

7.9%
0.2%
0.1%
5.9%
1.9%
0.4%

5561
5561

223
33

4.0%
0.6%

0.3%
0.04%
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Table 4. Characteristics of Pilot Physicians and Their Practices, Nudges Delivered, and Outcomes
Participating pilot physicians

Commitment
only
N=23

Justification
only
N =36

Commitment and
Justification
N=9

Female, N (%)
Mean patient visits per week during pilot (SD)
Patients seen by pilot physicians in the preceding year who met any (1 or more)
of the 7 polypharmacy measures, n/N (%)
Average of Commitment nudges per physician per week (SD)
Average of Justification nudges per physician per week (SD)
Total nudges per physician per week (SD)
Nudges Delivered and outcomes
Nudges delivered during the pilot, N
Reminder requested, N (%)
Justification entered, N (%)
Patients with nudges, N
Patients with follow-up visit, N
Patients with fewer medications at end of pilot among patients with nudges and
follow-up visit, n/N (%)
Patients no longer meeting high-risk criteria at end of pilot among patients with
nudges and follow-up visit, n/N (%)
Patients no longer meeting high-risk criteria at end of pilot among all patients
with nudges, n/N (%)

14 (60.9)
45.8 (3.8)
776/7260 (10.7)

25 (69.4)
19.4 (3.1)
965/6743 (14.3)

6 (66.7)
52.4 (5.9)
216/2867 (7.5)

1.7 (0.4)
N/A
1.7 (0.4)

N/A
0.8 (0.5)
0.8 (0.5)

1.5 (0.5)
0.4 (0.2)
1.9 (0.5)

625
159 (25.4)
0*
581
150
53 / 150 (35)

400
0*
172 (43.0)
288
105
25 / 105 (24)

277
77 (28)
15 (5.4)
207
49
21 / 49 (43)

51 / 150 (34)

17 / 105 (16)

13 / 49 (27)

199 / 581 (34.3)

58 / 288 (20)

65 / 207 (31)

* Commitment nudges did not ask for justifications and justification nudges did not offer reminders

clinical content addressed by these alerts and introduced the
appearance and function of the clinical decision support. The
interventions were implemented at the practice level with a
waiver of individual informed consent. Clinicians received
information on the study’s purpose and risks and consented to
participate in the questionnaire linked to the online educational
module. The pilot test of the clinical decision support nudges
took place from 2/12/2019 to 5/31/2019. One clinic with 36
physicians received justification nudges only, one clinic with 23
physicians received the commitment nudges only, and one clinic
with 9 physicians received both.

Statistical Analysis
We used descriptive statistics to summarize the variables
collected from the overall validation population, the baseline
measurements administered in the three pilot clinics before the
pilot test, and final measurements in the three pilot clinics at
the end of the pilot test.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the criteria for the seven high-risk polypharmacy measures we developed. In the overall validation population of 78,880 patients aged 65 years and older, the rates of
these measures ranged from 0.04% for the chronic kidney
disease glyburide/glimepiride interaction measure to 5.9%
for the fall condition–drug interaction measure (indicating
medication associated with falls was prescribed among individuals with prior fall or identified as at risk for fall [Table 3]).
Of the 65 and older patient population, 7.9% took at least 5
different medications and had one or more of the high-risk
criteria we examined. Among those prescribed five or more

systemic medications, 11.4% had one or more high-risk
criteria.
Characteristics of the pilot physicians, clinic volumes during the pilot, and the frequency of the nudges are provided in
Table 4. During the pilot, physicians assigned to commitment
nudges alone received mean (SD) 1.7 (0.4) nudges per week.
Physicians in the justification nudges only group received 0.8
(0.5) nudges per week. Physicians assigned both received 1.9
(0.5) nudges per week (Table 4).
Physicians acknowledged 441 of 460 (95.9%) justification
nudges, provided a text response for 187 (40.7%), and chose
to share their justification with the patient for 135 (29.3%).
They requested to be reminded to address in the future for 240/
847 (28.3%) of the commitment nudges and indicated that
they were reducing medication(s) now for 59/833 (7.1%).
During this short pilot, overall rates of the high-risk polypharmacy measures in the population decreased. Among
patients whose physicians were exposed to one or more
nudges and who had a visit following nudge exposure, 99 of
304 (32.6%) had a reduction in total medications prescribed,
and 81 of 304 (26.6%) no longer met the criteria for high-risk
polypharmacy that was previously identified.
Examples of the appearance of the justification and commitment nudges as well the patient message associated with
the commitment nudge are shown in Figure 1.

DISCUSSION

This work represents several new developments in the field of
advancing medication safety for older adults.
First, we developed and validated seven eCQMs that indicate potentially inappropriate medication usage in older adults
for use in electronic health records. Not all cases flagged by
these measures represent inappropriate use and sometimes
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A Commitment Nudge

© Epic, Verona, WI

© Epic, Verona, WI

© Epic, Verona, WI
Figure 1. Examples of clinical decision support nudges shown to physicians. a Commitment Nudge b Justification Nudge
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B Justification Nudge

© Epic, Verona, WI

© Epic, Verona, WI
Fig. 1 continued.

there are clinical tradeoffs involved when selecting pharmacotherapy. We agree with Steinman and Fick27 that the goal is
not for scores on polypharmacy measures to reach 0; rather,
we believe they are useful for identifying potentially risky
prescribing practices and, at the patient level, serve as the
starting point for review aimed at reducing risk through
deprescribing when safer alternatives are available, or benefits
that justify the increased risk are lacking.
Second, we applied these measures to a large ambulatory
population in a regional health system and demonstrated that
high-risk polypharmacy is common among patients aged 65

and older; 7.9% met one or more of the seven high-high risk
criteria. Among those prescribed five or more medications, the
prevalence was 11%. Fall condition–drug interaction was the
most common quality indicator violated, appearing in 30% of
those taking five or more medications and 6% of all patients
over 65.
Third, we developed two behavioral science-informed EHR
nudges to address high-risk polypharmacy. We then successfully deployed and pilot tested them. These interventions take
advantage of behavioral and workflow analysis insights that
we have not seen previously applied to improving medication
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prescribing. The commitment nudge acknowledges realities of
refilling medications which may occur when clinicians have
little time, may not be with the patient, and therefore may resist
a recommendation to make a change at the time a refill is
requested. The nudge takes advantage of the fact that the
prescriber may be willing to agree to address this in the future,
and may even discount the effort required to do so.28,29 People
in general feel compelled to act consistently with their own
prior commitments, particularly if those comments are made
publicly to others. We hypothesize that this approach may lead
to more effort towards reducing high-risk polypharmacy at
future visits because providers are likely to honor their prior
commitments, particularly if made with the patient’s
knowledge.
The justification nudge aims to engender accountability by
adding explicit documentation to the record about potentially
inappropriate prescribing and by sharing this information with
the patient directly. Our group applied a similar approach
when a clinician was about to prescribe antibiotics for an acute
respiratory tract infection for which antibiotics were likely not
indicated.19,30–32 Here, we have applied that previously successful approach to high-risk polypharmacy.
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